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PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
The Power of “What If”

Reframing your world to accelerate your growth and expand your reach.
• PDA Productivity Workshops – Fort Worth, TX – Feb, May, Sept 2017
• PDA at Sea Cruise – 2016

Fuel Up! Refocus, Refuel, Reenergize

A high energy, interactive experience where participants discover the science and true power behind positive energy,
explore techniques for increasing their personal supply, and co-create strategies for the team reservoir.
• Local Businesses & School District Employees – 2017
• PDA | Marketing Group Team Development Workshop – 2016

2018 SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS
Hot Topics in Oral-Systemics Event – Chicago, IL – Feb 2018
Presented by AAOSH
An experiential course reviewing the scientific health benefits of mindfulness.

The Samaritan Foundation Heart Health Event – Moses Lake, WA – Feb 2018
Presented by The Samaritan Foundation
Explore oral-systemic connections and how stress makes us sick.

PDA Productivity Workshops – Fort Worth, TX – Feb, May, Sept 2018
Presented by Productive Dentist Academy
The Power of “What If” – Reframing your world to accelerate your growth and expand your reach.

Local Businesses & School District Employees – 2018
Presented by Moses Lake Civic Center
Let’s Talk Results – An Intro to Conversational Intelligence.

BlueSky Event – Scottsdale, AZ – Nov 2018
Presented by Productive Dentist Academy
Change your conversations, change your life!

YOUR EVENT COULD BE NEXT!

ROBYN RAMIREZ

REQUIREMENTS

AV Requirements: Lavalier microphone; ideally a 2nd mic (handheld) for larger audiences.

SPEAKER PACKET

Room Set Up: Prefer Chevron-angle tables with screens angled in front right corner of the room
(or double screens for larger audiences). Least favorable setting: center aisle screens.
Travel: Speaker requests roundtrip coach airfare, ground transportation in host city, and two-night hotel stay.
Speaker will book and provide receipt for reimbursement.
Disclosures: Speaker warrants all content is original and has rights to its use. All financial relationships or
sponsorships are fully disclosed to the conference committee and audience to ensure transparency.

Contact Speaking@ProductiveDentist.com
to invite Robyn Ramirez to
customize a program for your next event.
ProductiveDentist.com | 800.757.6077

PHONE (800) 757-6077
SPEAKING@PRODUCTIVEDENTIST.COM
PRODUCTIVEDENTIST.COM
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Business Development
Coach & CI-Q®
Enhanced Skills
Practitioner
As a Business Development Coach for dental practices
across the nation, Robyn is passionate about
strengthening emotional intelligence to help others
overcome limiting beliefs, break cycles of negativity, and
interact in more constructive, productive ways. She provides solid
strategies to help manage stress and turn frustration into positive
action, career success and personal well-being.
Committed to life-long learning, Robyn has countless hours of continuing
education credits under her belt. She has completed the prestigious
BaleDoneen Preceptorship®, which teaches dentists and healthcare providers
the root causes of heart attacks, strokes, and diabetes and the necessary measures
towards prevention.
One of Robyn’s most recent accomplishments is completing the requirements to be certified
in Conversational Intelligence as a CI-Q® Coach 2018. This immersion training program teaches
the neuroscience of conversation, or Conversational Intelligence®, and has quickly become one
of the most impactful and sought-after programs in the coaching industry.

“I love helping doctors get their entire team on board by making
the team a part of the planning process, customizing systems
by improving what is already working, and giving well-deserved
recognition, kudos and incentives!”
Robyn

Contact Speaking@ProductiveDentist.com
to invite Robyn Ramirez to
customize a program for your next event.
ProductiveDentist.com | 800.757.6077
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Speaking Topics
The Oral-Systemic Connection

How does your dentist fit into your heart health? This is an experiential course reviewing the scientific health
benefits of things such as mindfulness, deliberate kindness, meditation, yoga, forgiveness, paying it forward,
and gratitude. We will review the evidence and then put it into action.

Is Stress Making You Sick?

Learn how stress may be making you sick. Experience techniques in things such as mindfulness,
Conversational Intelligence, and HeartMath® to help you regulate your stress starting today!

The Power of “What If”

Re-framing your world to accelerate your growth and expand your reach.

Let’s Talk Results – An Intro to Conversational Intelligence

An interactive experience where participants will have fun discovering how to strengthen their relationships,
transform their teams and shape the nature of their organizations for mutual success.

Change Your Conversations, Change Your Life!

Conversations almost always miss the mark (the intent doesn’t equal the impact). Learn how to elevate the
quality of your conversations in the moment; discover how to gauge and shift your impact positively; and learn
how great leaders build trust and get extraordinary results.

Moving from “I” to “We”

You may have heard of EQ, Emotional Intelligence. EQ is learning and growing the Self (I-centric).
Conversational Intelligence is the next generation of intelligences that enables us to understand how to move
from “I-centric” to Co-regulation (WE-centric). C-IQ introduces new frameworks and tools for creating higher
levels of trust, of activating higher levels of engagement, strengthening partnerships, and catalyzing cocreation and innovation in relationships, teams and cultures.

“Our office has been working with Robyn from PDA for over 5 years now. She
has helped us to achieve goals we never dreamed we could! She is positive,
encouraging, and knows what we need even before we do sometimes. We
reached a goal of 1.9 million dollars in production with 100% net collections
this past year! We could not have done it without Robyn and her awesome
coaching skills! Robyn has not only proven to be a great coach for our office,
but to me personally, she has become a wonderful mentor and friend.”
Freida Alexander

ProductiveDentist.com | 800.757.6077

